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Abstract. The question of porousness and liminality of prison has been the subject of a huge amount of re-
search. This article focuses on the relationships, communications, and narratives that occur behind prison walls.
It examines letter writing in relation to the construction of a bridge that connects the opacity of the inside with
the outside, creating a counter-carceral liminal space. The article investigates the encounter between the outside,
represented in OLGa (the political collective in which I participate), and the inside (the prisoners) through the
process of letter writing. The article further draws upon my own positionality through an engaged discussion on
the limitations of scholar activism and the problem of speaking for others.

1 Introduction

In the literature, there is no shortage of analysis of collections
of prison letters. Their content has been used for their value
as testimony (Alarid, 2000). There are also other contribu-
tions in which letters are used to describe carceral spaces,
such as the testimonies of women imprisoned in Spain and
Brazil (Padovani, 2013). In this article, I treat prison letters as
a “space of betweenness” that narrates and communicates to
the outside world what happens behind prison walls. I draw
upon a specific empirical experience of letters collection by
OLGa (è Ora di Liberarsi dalle Galere)1, a small Milan-based
collective that serves as a megaphone for the voices of pris-
oners who oppose the carceral logic and its establishment as
a “total institution” (Goffman, 1968). I consider the letters
published in these booklets to be a “liminal space”, because
I consider the exercise of writing in prison to be a “spatial
act” (Shabazz, 2014:582) and a form of communication that
occurs within and through prison walls. This work is part of a
wider research project. Rather than probe the contents of the
letters, what follows aims to provide a valuable method of
contextualising prison letters and the role of the researcher.

1Issues of privacy prevent any disclosure of the origins and fur-
ther details of the collective. See http://www.autprol.org/olga/ (last
access: 16 February 2021).

In recent years, carceral geography has introduced innova-
tive thinking that reframes the classic concept of “prison”
through the notion of the “carceral space” (Moran et al.,
2017) to describe prison institutions and other forms of le-
gal and non-legal detention and the carceral logic inherent
in the wider society. Carceral geographers reconnect society
in its “carceral entirety” (Baudrillard, 1983:9) and consider
prison to be “less total, more liminal, less delimited, more
porous” (Armstrong and Jefferson, 2017:258). On the one
hand, by observing the “carceral” or “carceral archipelago”
(Foucault, 1976), we can observe the spread of prison disci-
plinary techniques throughout society (Moran et al., 2017:3).
On the other, the study of carceral spaces views prison as
a privileged observation point of the complex dynamics that
structure the social order and power relations within our soci-
ety (Vianello, 2018:832) and as a laboratory of political theo-
ries (De Vito, 2014) where practices are produced and tested
(Gill et al., 2016:185). Prison in this perspective can be stud-
ied through the lens of carceral geography treated not only
as the “apotheosis of carceral power” but also as part of a
carceral continuum (Hamlin and Speer, 2018:800).

From this perspective, I will develop the notion of prison
letters and the archive of booklets in which they are contained
as a liminal counter-carceral space: liminal because they are
the outcome of the encounter between the inside (prison-
ers) and the outside (OLGa collective) and counter-carceral
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because they demonstrate that “authoritative control is not
totalising”, and possibilities remain to create connections
through the walls (Russel and Carlton, 2020:308). Letters can
act as tools to break down the walls that conceal the “spa-
tial practice of containment, surveillance, and isolation that
the geography of prison engenders” (Shabazz, 2014:582).
They also overcome the conceptual distinction that can often
lead to a binary dichotomy between “inside” and “outside”,
which is roundly criticised by Baer and Ravneberg (2008)
and Moran (2013). Indeed, letters provide a bridge to the out-
side that conveys a narrative mediated, on the one hand, by
the different backgrounds, conduct and counter-conduct, and
relationships that prisoners establish and, on the other, by the
governmentality of prison management (Conlon, 2013; Fou-
cault, 2007).

Prison is a form of “frontier architecture” (Weizman,
2007:1), created not only to keep people in but also to keep
people out. For this reason, the management carefully con-
trols the circulation and the passage of letters and other ob-
jects across the walls (Gill et al., 2016), especially when this
could challenge the prison order. There is therefore a gen-
eral interest in keeping its space opaque. The narrative that
emerges in this environment tells how “‘prisoners’ acute rela-
tionship with punishment through containment, surveillance
and discipline in turn produces knowledge of the workings of
carceral power” (Shabazz, 2014:584). For this reason, prison
administrations fear the breakdown of their controlled isola-
tion and that the prison’s unseen areas will be revealed as a
consequence.

In this paper, I will discuss the methodological and ethi-
cal challenges of researching prison letters, as collected by
the OLGa Collective’s archive, through a narrative approach.
The narrative approach is here understood as a description of
the experience of prisoners by connecting sites and contents
of these letters as a collective counter-narrative of unaccept-
able stories of prison management. After giving insight into
the work of the OLGa Collective, its archive, and the types
of letters it contains, I will first problematise the institutional
environment of prison spaces that shape prisoners’ subjec-
tivities and their letters in turn and then develop from this a
discussion of the issues of reflexivity and positionality that a
narrative approach to prisoners’ letters must consider, span-
ning between activism and academia and the quest of “speak-
ing for others”.

2 The OLGa booklets

The prison letters that will be presented were sent to a col-
lective that supports prisoners’ struggles, providing a mega-
phone for prisoners’ voices. They were digitised and pub-
lished online by the prisoners themselves in a monthly book-

let (March 2006–November 2020).2 Since 2006, these book-
lets have been collected in the Milan collective’s archive.

In my research, I have analysed 139 booklets and a to-
tal of 1024 letters (March 2006–November 2019) sent from
102 Italian prisons, 1 psychiatric hospital, 2 identification
and expulsion centres (CIE), 1 US prison, 18 prisons in other
parts of Europe, and 10 prisoners under house arrest. Pris-
ons and other forms of institutions outside Italy were con-
sidered when their writers described past experiences in the
Italian prison system. The booklets are generally made up
of two parts: the first includes a report of events concern-
ing the struggle inside and outside prisons and a chronol-
ogy of world and national reports from counter-information
journals. The second contains prison letters. The two parts
are merged by editorial choice. For these reasons, the let-
ters are not removed from their context. The booklets should
be considered a preliminary framework since they reflect the
method used by the editors to bridge the gap between inside
and outside.

OLGa was established to create awareness outside of what
goes on inside in order to sustain, unite and strengthen sup-
port for the battle against prison. As the collective states

Convinced that prison is an institution functional
to the maintenance of an unfair and oppressive so-
cial order, our struggle is not to embellish it but to
get rid of it. Regarding it as an instrument of iso-
lation and annihilation for thousands of prisoners,
we believe it is important to act now to support the
struggles as they arise and end the destructive iso-
lation by the state.3

OLGa’s mission is similar to that of the “Prison Informa-
tion Group” (GIP)4 in that it rejects a reformist horizon of
action and shares the idea of converging direct testimonies.
Like the GIP, the role of the collective is to act as a conduit
between the inside and outside for different individual ex-
periences and funnel them into a shared body of knowledge
and coordinated action (Foucault, 2001). This work is largely
conducted by activists and former prisoners in some cases.

On the backstage of the editorial work there is a series
of ethical precautions taken when negotiating the exchange

2The letters are collected within the 147 booklets available
at the following link: http://www.autprol.org/olga/ (last access:
11 March 2021).

3Every quotation up to the end of the paragraph, unless other-
wise specified, is taken from the introduction of the booklet; link:
http://www.autprol.org/olga/ (last access: 19 March 2021).

4The “Groupe d’Information sur les Prisons” (GIP) is
a political group created by Michel Foucault, Pierre Vidal-
Naquet, and Jean-Marie Domenach in 1971. This group
works with prisoners, families, doctors, lawyers, and mil-
itants and has produced five investigative booklets on
prison conditions: https://viewpointmag.com/2016/02/16/
manifesto-of-the-groupe-dinformation-sur-les-prisons-1971/
(last access: 16 February 2021).
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of letters (Gerber, 2006:143). In OLGa’s booklets, prisoners
are invited to write about their struggles and report on “their
daily experience of resistance”. Every time OLGa opens cor-
respondence with new prisoners, it specifies the collective’s
aims and asks them whether or not they wish to publish their
letters. Their letters are then read and discussed at a meeting
of the collective. The publications are not always the result
of a regular exchange of letters between two parties. Some
are open letters from those who heard about the booklet in
prison, in the manner of a letter to the editor of a newspaper:
“I would like to comment on what L.Q.P. from Poggioreale
writes. I agree with him, in part”.5 Sometimes we published
letters taken from other journals.

Unlike GIP, we did not constrain the prisoners’ remarks
within a questionnaire format, demanding factual personal
accounts (Brich, 2008:30). Contributions always enjoyed
complete stylistic freedom. In our experience, when we
asked about specific topics, such as the differentiation be-
tween prisoners, the reward mechanisms, or the experience
of punitive regimes, we found the responses rather stilted
due to the difficulty of restricted communication. This stylis-
tic freedom of expression enabled each prisoner to give a
unique view since their experience was “filtered by emo-
tional and cognitive understanding and reported in the per-
sonal language of each inmate’s usage” (Vannier, 2018:8;
Dexter, 2006).

Letters varied in length. Some were written by prisoners
with little command of the Italian language while others were
extremely fluent. Some prisoners were known to the collec-
tive, and others were not. Those who wrote had generally
heard about the exercise by word of mouth. Some have writ-
ten often, and others only once. Sometimes, the cost of send-
ing letters became unaffordable in the long term if prisoners
were unable to rely on support networks or due to transfers,
release, or personal choice: “Due to others here in this sec-
tion, I’ve had trouble with OLGa booklets”6 or “I said that I
bury the hatchet and I always keep faith with what I say”7.
The language of the booklet is exclusively Italian and this has
probably limited its spread.

Personal exchanges of letters are not analysed as such but
as open letters in order to respect the right of privacy of those
who take part in the collective. Some occasionally state their
desire to publish and circulate their writing, either specifying
their full name or remaining anonymous. In my research, I
decided not to identify the writers by name due to the infor-
mality of the relationship between the collective and the pris-

5Booklet 53, December 2010, “Lettera dal carcere di Carinola”,
M., activist and long-time writer. L.Q.P. (liberi quanto prima) is the
acronym by which a prisoner signed his letter and it means “free as
soon as possible”.

6Booklet 130, January 2018, “Lettera dal carcere delle Vallette”,
C., activist.

7Booklet 98, December–January 2015, “Lettera dal carcere di
Spoleto”, M. long-time writer.

oners and the impossibility of requesting clarification from
all the writers.

Where agreed, we publish the name and the address of the
prisoners so that those who read the booklet can open an ex-
change of letters, from both inside and outside. A signed let-
ter implies that the prisoners explicitly accept responsibility
for their content. In any case, as described by Vannier, the
prisoners “chose to correspond with the knowledge that their
letters could be read by the prison ‘censors”’ (Vannier, 2018:
11).

Who is sending the letters?

The geography of the letters depended on the proximity of
the collective. Of the 1024 letters received, most came from
Lombardy (210), specifically the Milan prisons of Opera (80)
and San Vittore (58). The other Italian regions from which
most letters arrived were Piedmont (125), Lazio (90), Cam-
pania (86), Sardinia (83), and Umbria (79), notably the pris-
ons of Poggioreale (Campania, 38) Velletri (Lazio, 34), and
Terni (Umbria, 31). A total of 280 people wrote to us, includ-
ing 14 from women’s sections.

Academics often divide and categorise inmates across the
lines of gender, nationality, religious and political orienta-
tion, and social condition. Alternatively, they adopt the cat-
egories imposed by the management on the basis of the de-
tention regime, such as medium security, maximum security,
etc. The letter writers cannot be regarded as representative
of the prison population. They are a heterogeneous but self-
selecting group whose struggles reflect the framework and
the specific intentions of the booklet.

They bear witness to the most severe Italian prison regimes
in terms of physical and psychological deprivation. Some are
incarcerated in maximum-security prisons. These regimes
expose prisoners to limited sociality, sometimes fewer than
10 to 20 people living for many years in a regime whose
primary objective is their neutralisation rather than their re-
education (Wacquant, 2013:x). Other prisoners have writ-
ten to the OLGa from the isolation cells provided for those
whose conduct threatens internal security. There are letters
from activists, left-wing militants, anarchists, or commu-
nists, arrested for both collective or individual political ac-
tion and common crimes, some of them in maximum secu-
rity. There are several prisoners who clearly state their po-
litical standpoint. For instance, some sign “communist pris-
oner” or “W anarchy”. These letters end with a slogan that
leaves little room for interpretation. Some are known by the
collective, and others had been reported in national news-
papers. Of the 280 prisoners who wrote to OLGa, 87 are
such prisoners. Letters from prisoners with clear, although
differing, political identities outweigh those from the rest of
the population, although other categories of prisoners are in-
cluded. For example, there are some letters sent by prison-
ers held in maximum security for organised mafia crimes.
In the early years of the booklet, many letters were received
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from people imprisoned on charges related to “Islamic terror-
ism” and detained in other maximum-security cells, some-
times shared with the above-mentioned “political” prison-
ers. Other non-Italians are mainly undocumented migrants
or migrants arrested for petty crimes related to conditions of
poverty. The most common nationalities are Tunisian (16),
Moroccan (9), and Algerian (6). Non-Italians number 51 and
also include prisoners from Senegal, Egypt, Switzerland, Ro-
mania, Colombia, Turkey, Palestine, Spain, Albania, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, France, Brazil, and Iraq. Those Italians not de-
tained for political or organised criminal activities are serv-
ing sentences for common crimes. Some are prisoners with
psychiatric problems or drug addiction. Some are known na-
tionally or are supported and represented by a network. These
include those able to write books or on whose behalf demon-
strations in support of their freedom have been staged. Oth-
ers, despite belonging to a political, religious, formal, or in-
formal group, act alone, often without the support even of
their families.

A distinction can be made between “ordinary” inmates and
“political” prisoners. Scholars such as Shabazz (2014) have
emphasised the concept of the “political progressive” in rela-
tion to a specific political prisoner. His category of political
progressive includes internationally renowned inmates like
Angela Davis or the Soledad brothers, and the same is true of
Martin Sostre’s letters (Schaich and Hope, 1977). My archive
differs in that only a few prisoners are nationally known and
includes a group of political and non-political prisoners who
oppose prison management and, as a result, bring different
critical content to their struggles. A common feature between
these narratives and those in the archive is that they respond
to what Sykes (1958) called “the pains of imprisonment”. In
the letters sent to OLGa, the prisoners struggle against this
pain and contribute in a similar way to the creation of a differ-
ent narrative identity running through the booklet. A sketch
of a letter received may help define the narrative identity of
those who write to OLGa:

I said: “Good evening prisoners, can I come in?”
They answered me, saying: “You’re right, we are
prisoners not inmates. Of course, you can”. They
took me in, made my bed, and fed me.8

In this case, the word “prisoner” (as opposed to “inmate”)
reveals the intention of a person who feels critical of the ide-
ology behind the treatment or, at least, someone with a crit-
ical view of the penal system who seeks solidarity with the
prisoners:

There are those who think, day after day and with
all the risks they face, about how they can best use
the free time on their hands [. . . ] to seek out others
like them and no longer depend on the rules of the

8Booklet 72, August 2012, “Lettere dal carcere di Prato”,
Alessio, activist.

game. I think of all of them and say to myself: “I’ll
have to do my part, if only as a way to resist and
come out with my head held high, in front of the
“brothers” of today and tomorrow.9

They can all be called prisoners, but I would say more.
Elimination and differentiation in the detention of ordinary
prisoners are part of a system of which traditional political
prisoners are victims (Foucault, 1974). These differentiation
strategies involve both categories. A condition that all pris-
oners have decided to struggle against itself becomes a polit-
ical action. In fact, even if they must be considered beyond
these formal categories, at most as prisoners, it could be a
mistake not to emphasise their political contribution, which
makes them, from this point of view, political prisoners. In
summary, those who have written to OLGa are not just po-
litical progressives or merely traditional prisoners facing the
pain of imprisonment, but prisoners fighting within a wider
political network. They all share a general identity of being
against prisons or, at least, a critical attitude that significantly
changes in its expression. Some are more confident with re-
gard to institutional and legal actions, and others avoid any
contact with institutions and representatives. Then there are
those who move from one to another of these poles, depend-
ing on their experience. After 27 years of imprisonment, this
prisoner says

I don’t mind if the prison is decongested, if the
prison delivers improvements in the “life” of pris-
oners, but my thinking, my struggle cannot stop
with the achievement of these goals. I don’t want a
better prison, I don’t want the prison as an institu-
tion, that’s the point.10

There is a recurring phrase in the letters of some of the
older prisoners that can be summarised in this way: “There
are no longer the prisoners of the past”. This is a reference
to a particular historical period in the early 1980s that con-
tinues to this day. Due to a series of incentives to cooperate
in exchange for rewards, such as early release, an irrepara-
ble rift has been created between prisoners, in some cases
throwing the boundaries of the relationship between guards
and prisoners into question.

This identity fosters a solidarity among prisoners in oppos-
ing this trend of individualisation and lack of mutual trust.
The identity that emerges in the booklet shows that prison-
ers are united against a power that affects everyone. In other
words, the damage and effects caused by the experience of
prison contribute to the construction of a collective prison
identity shared by everybody irrespective of their crimes or
political views. The creation of a common identity becomes
a response to prison strategies for maintaining control.

9Booklet 90, March 2014, “Lettera dal carcere di Alessandria.
Quello stesso formicolio (That same tingle)”. N., activist.

10Booklet 58, June 2011, “Lettera dal carcere di Pescara”, E.
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The identities of the writers are many but they often have
similar narratives. As mentioned in several letters, the iden-
tity of most is that of “prisoner engaged in struggle”:

Not having any cultural background, my educa-
tion and my culture has been formed by the street
and the jail. [. . . ] I don’t have any coherent polit-
ical thought to guide me, only the passion for re-
bellion, revolt, the rejection of any form of coer-
cion, which drive me to attain individual freedom.
[. . . ] my solidarity is unconditionally with all the
men and women in chains who, while retaining
their dignity, do not trade away their freedom or
trample on the freedom of others. I feel no solidar-
ity with those who, despite being in chains, accept
and recognise the correctional treatment and do not
hesitate to denounce others within the walls of the
office of the commander, educator, etc.11

The booklet’s relative success in creating an exchange be-
tween the inside and the outside lies in reinforcing this iden-
tity, under threat from the most recent changes in prison
logic, spaces, and practices:

It is the prisoners who have changed radically at
their core. Solidarity no longer exists and, in ex-
change for benefits, they are willing to play the
game. Confiding in someone has become a risky
option and you’re forced to keep everything inside.
Fortunately, through your booklet, I am glad to dis-
cover many fellow prisoners who think like me,
and knowing that there are people outside who, in
their own small way, can be of help to us, makes
me feel better and full of hope.12

The booklet succeeds in uniting and transmitting knowl-
edge and experience that can be transferred between the in-
side and the outside. Sharing knowledge means creating a
voice that represents the writer and those close to him or her.
It is a dynamic representation that is written repeatedly in the
booklets and that unites all those who are critical of the man-
agement, a voice that also speaks for those who cannot speak
at that moment. It is not a representative voice of the Italian
prison population as a whole but reflects many in different
prisons who have challenged incarceration. The booklet was
also able to respect silence. When I talk of the “empower-
ment” of an oppressed group, I cannot limit myself only to
giving voice (Crang, 2005:231). While it may be virtuous to
enable the silenced to speak, disregarding silence would turn
a virtue into a vice. Giving voice to prisoners or the content
of their narratives means deciding what to make public. It is
therefore neither “native and untouched” nor more “authen-
tic” than others but rather a narrative constructed together
and complicit with the outside.

11Booklet 58, June 2011, “Lettera dal carcere di Pescara”, E.
12Booklet 82, July 2013, “Lettera dal carcere di Opera”, A.

3 A narrative approach

The problem of dealing with the voice of others leads me
to reflect on the way in which it is possible to approach the
knowledge produced by the booklet. Therefore, in this sec-
tion I will present the method by which I circumscribe this
knowledge, also considering my role as editor and activist.

The method I pursued in my research draws on socio-
logical classics, such as Thomas and Znaniecki (1918) and
Wright Mills (1959) on sociological imagination; the more
recent narrative approach developed in criminology that con-
tributes to how inmates use discursive resistance strategies
in prison (Fleetwood et al., 2019; Vannier, 2018); the dis-
cussion in geography about narrative turn in the humanities
and social sciences and the emphasis on narrative activity, i.e.
how the narrative is constructed and what the different nar-
rative environments are (Prokkola, 2014); insights into per-
sonal correspondences, the question of truth in narratives; the
historicity of the material and the limits and opportunities
given by the specificity of epistolary exchanges in social his-
tory (Elliott et al., 2006); the development from critical crim-
inology and geography on the narratives of prisoners (Earle,
2019); and the narratives of political prisoners (Schaich and
Hope, 1977; Shabazz, 2014).

As the editor of the booklet, it was common for me to
say, on reading a letter, “They write as they speak”. Story-
telling as an oral medium (Benjamin, 1992:84) bears simi-
larities with prison writing as described by Davies (1990).
Like storytelling, prison writings are characterised by “art re-
peating stories” (Benjamin, 1992:90): writing letters, rewrit-
ing space-time and experience, and placing an individual in
a collective story. Writing from prison creates a space of
atomisation that would otherwise be lived in solitude (Abbot,
1981; Abu-Jamal, 1995). The importance of rewriting has
also been “deployed by feminist and postcolonial authors,
as a method of reclaiming the experiences of marginalised
groups” from their own points of view (March and Palmer,
2018:35). Narratives are small literary truths, they can feed
“the sociological imagination in ways that conventional
socio-scientific writing is rarely able to do” (Earle, 2019).

This article seeks to underline the importance of narrative
that combines OLGa intervention on prison and the “convict”
knowledge of prisoners engaged in struggle, a hybrid knowl-
edge that unites “intimate, visceral understanding about the
loss of liberty, the meaning of confinement, the power of
the state, the force of punishment, finding freedom” (Earle,
2018:15) and narrative that describes the experience of pris-
oners affected by the power of the prison management. I in-
tend to contribute to an immanent story in opposition to that
of power, or of the winner who tells of victory. This archive
thereby becomes a collective counter-narrative of unaccept-
able stories, such as those of blacks in new British prisons
(Earle, 2019).

I analysed the archive by reading and rereading the letters,
insights, and contextualisation of the booklet. It is a circular
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process, as described by Morgan (2008), an ongoing analysis
in which new data emerge “so that both the research proce-
dures and questions can be adjusted in an iterative fashion
in response to what is being learned in the field” (Morgan,
2008:246). The justification of this choice is the fact that I
found no similar work at the local or national level on which
it could be based (Vannier, 2018:11; Peräkylä, 2005:870).
The booklet allows me to conceptualise the “narrative envi-
ronments” of the letters (Prokkola, 2014:442), without limit-
ing them to simple textual end products. In addition, the let-
ters are compared with other sources, such as laws and other
documentary evidence.

The booklet’s narrative environment, the content of the let-
ters, and my reading as a researcher formed a meta-archive. I
began working on the original archive made up of the differ-
ent booklets. On the one hand, I extracted quantitative infor-
mation by sorting the material by the geography of the dif-
ferent prisons, the regimes, the origins of the prisoners, and
the types of letters (when specified). On the other, I reorgan-
ised the original archive with the narrative environment of
the booklet and the content of the letters. Whenever possible,
I connected events that united the different, sometimes diver-
gent, points of view of the prisoners discussing the same sub-
ject but from a different prison, block, or cell or simply from
a different perception of reality. In this circular process, I de-
fined different thematic areas, building up a new archive of
letters, contextual insights, and academic references extrapo-
lated from the material. In this way, I was able to make use of
the original archive ordered chronologically, a small database
of quantitative information, and another archive divided into
thematic areas. The analysis intersected with this differenti-
ated source in parallel with discussion with the OLGa Col-
lective and the prisoners with whom I have exchanged letters,
or with other prisoners I had the pleasure to meet after their
release. Meaning is co-created and co-constructed (Crotty,
1998), eroding the distance between “me”, as a researcher
and activist, and the prisoners. The research reflects my de-
termination to expand these counter-narratives into new ar-
eas, such as the academic circuit. It was conceived at a time
when I felt that this material could become relevant, in fact I
was part of the collective even before I started the research.
While this may limit my ability to understand the narratives,
I think it is, for me, the only ethically respectable way, given
the writer’s own position, in order to give full importance to
the subjective realities of the letter writers. I brought general
collective knowledge and a reflexive guide to the analysis
of the letters. A guide acquired through the history and ex-
perience of past struggles described within the booklet and
reiterated in each personal discussion with prisoners and ac-
tivists.

This guiding has been used to trace the past in order to un-
derstand the present (Story, 2016). It is genealogical knowl-
edge that makes it possible to understand the prisoners’ writ-
ings, especially those in which a poor command of language
is combined with unspoken considerations, that is, writers

who can sometimes seem incomprehensible or events known
by all that were major turning points in prisoners’ narratives.
This guide has also helped me to question analysis that I once
took for granted and make the interpretative decisions that I
did. Furthermore, this guide helped fill the silences with an
explanation of why someone had disappeared from the book-
let; it serves as a commentary on delicate issues that have
been made public; it recognises when silences are the most
eloquent way to communicate in sensitive moments. In brief,
it guided me in more fully emphasising the voice and the si-
lence described in the last section.

Spanning activism and academia: reflexivity and
positionality

Some scholars assert that speaking on behalf of others “is ar-
rogant, vain, immoral and politically illegitimate”. Moreover,
the “indignity of speaking for others” (Foucault and Deleuze,
1978) often increases and strengthens the oppression of the
group for which one speaks (Alcoff, 1994:287). For this rea-
son, some scholars believe that researchers should speak only
for the groups of which they are members, even if the de-
limitation of their boundaries is variable and porous and the
delimitation of identity is arbitrary (Alcoff, 1994:4). In this
paragraph, I will conceptualise two main issues that concern
my positionality and my reflexivity in relation to prison let-
ters and the narrative environment from which they come.

Firstly, my positionality is derived from my participa-
tion in the collective. Writing in the 1960s, the sociologist
Becker (1967) believed that a critical approach should ad-
dress the question “Where do we stand?” (Hudson, 2001).
From this world view, on the one hand, I want to stress
the link between activist practice and academic studies, be-
tween the material produced by the OLGa Collective and
my reflection and analysis. On the other, since I am an ac-
tivist and work in the university sector that speaks for those
whose voices are silenced, I would under no circumstances
renounce my “political responsibility to speak out against op-
pression”, precisely because this responsibility is based on
my own privilege (Alcoff, 1994:288). Starting from the ques-
tion of the indefinable limit of belonging to a group, I believe
it possible to produce valuable work even under these condi-
tions.

I have never been incarcerated as a prisoner and, for this
reason, I am able to consider the question as an activist and
scholar and not as a former prisoner. Nevertheless, my own
specific position allows me to speak about prison through my
personal experience in constructing a bridge between the in-
side and the outside in order to support the struggle of others.
This is acknowledged by both the editors of the booklet and
the prisoners with whom I engaged.

Participation in the collective and the editorial group also
demands a brief personal statement. I entered a prison as part
of my work as a university tutor. After two and a half years
with prisoners enrolled at the university, I was suspended
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by management for two main reasons: my closeness and
friendship with the prisoners and my refusal to inform the
prison educator about the individual behaviour of the prison-
ers through daily reports on our activity. My refusal and its
consequences inculcated radical critical thought within me
regarding the institution of the prison. This prompted me to
become an abolitionist and a militant member of a libertarian
collective.

Right from the start, both as a volunteer and an activist,
I saw the paradoxical tension that lay in building a bridge
between prisoners and society. Such activity can be por-
trayed as a threat to the social order but it was also the most
spontaneous and honest path open to me. This contradiction
was also fundamental for the development of the booklet.
The prison censorship office defined the booklets as follows:
“they are not of the ‘permitted kind’, since they do not enter
the commercial circuit outside the prison”13 and “the con-
tents incite rebellion against the State and, more specifically,
against prison facilities”14. For years, attempts by me and
OLGa to send the booklet to prisoners were rejected and cen-
sored by many prisons on the grounds that security require-
ments exclude these types of connections between prison and
society and between different prisons.

Secondly, “claims of reflexivity can provide a platform for
claiming an authenticity or realness of experience which is
spurious” (Phillips, 2012:54). Participation in the collective
gave me the opportunity to highlight certain thematic areas
that constitute a general milieu that has been built up over the
years through the booklet. This condition helped me to deal
with the risk of interpreting the meanings of the letters. A risk
inherent in the different perceptions that exist between “the
analyst” and the disordered group with respect to the shape
that the research seeks to take (Waddington, 1991:228).

This article attempts to problematise my role within the
encounter between OLGa and the prisoners within the book-
let. The criticisms made by Brich (2008) of the GIP are par-
ticularly relevant in questioning my reflexivity. Although I
put a high value on the voice of the prisoners, and although
this voice may be given greater rein than in a questionnaire,
as in GIP’s case, it cannot be said that I am acting as a mega-
phone for the prisoners. That is the work of the collective.
While it is also important to free the prisoners’ voices of re-
strictions, there is a risk that speaking on their behalf ob-
scures their voices. My aim in researching the world of pris-
ons is to describe the specific encounter between the outside
(the collective) and the inside (the prisoners). It is not merely
the collection of testimonies; I am acting here as a witness
to this encounter. It is precisely my proximity to the environ-
ment that allows me to build up a “situated knowledge” on

13Booklet 114, June 2016, “Lettera dal carcere di Agrigento”,
D. activist, isolation cell.

14Booklet 129, December 2017, “Lettera dal carcere di Uta”,
M. activist, isolation cell.

prisons and prisoners that could not be attained from a safe
distance (Haraway, 1988).

However, the series of subjective choices on the part of the
researcher in directing a certain flow of discourse, interpret-
ing the material with personal nuances, and choosing how
to present it must all be made clear (McLafferty, 1995:437).
This is certainly a constraint on the research, for which I try
to compensate by justifying the roles I have played and by
pursuing a hybrid work that crosses different discourses.

4 Conclusion

In this article, I presented a specific archive of letters that
raises several issues regarding space, narratives, power, iden-
tity, and liminality within the debate among carceral geogra-
phers.

Among them, I stressed the importance of a specific
archive of letters, the narrative approach to analyse them, and
my positionality and reflexivity. I presented a collective nar-
rative – the narrative of prisoners affected by prison power
and an outside group – that exists “betwixt and between”
prisons (Moran, 2013:16). I described the composition of an
archive composed of letters from prisoners who are outspo-
ken in their opposition to prison management, even if there
are differences between them. To this end, I have primar-
ily presented how the material was produced by exploring
the nature and significance of these published prison letters
(Jones, 2006:176).

I propose a second academic life for the prison letters col-
lected by OLGa, from my unique position as a scholar ac-
tivist (Gilmore, 2007). There is no distinction between this
role and the environment in which the letters were collected,
since the researcher is both the publisher of the booklet and
part of the collective. In spite of the physical barrier be-
tween me and the prisoners, this work is drawn directly from
the political activity and interaction between the collective
and the prisoners. This positionality, on the one hand, can
help the observed environment to be understood and, on the
other, requires necessary precautions regarding the question
of “speaking for others”. Moreover, it avoids an approach
limited to textual end products and fosters the development
of knowledge composed of the experiences of all the subjects
included in the research. This approach analyses the specific
encounter that takes material form in the booklet and seeks
a perspective that gives a more eclectic view of the phenom-
ena.

In short, the booklet is a counter-carceral liminal space
where OLGa intervention on prison and prisoners’ narra-
tives of resistance is merged. Letters from prison show how
a network of solidarity can shed light on opaque spaces. The
article underlines the power of connection, creating bridges
and spaces of resistance that are produced through the cor-
respondence between prisoners and between prison and so-
ciety. The letters produce two kinds of spaces within the
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booklet, a space that was concealed from society that could
be revealed through their testimony and counter-carceral
spaces, the space for resistance that can transcend the walls
(Shabazz, 2014). The prisoners’ narratives, crystallised in the
booklets, “transform, repurpose and reimagine” the prison
space (Shabazz, 2014) and reinforce the construction of a
common identity against prison.

Finally, the archive is in Italian, and it is freely accessi-
ble and available for further analysis with text analysis soft-
ware or based on new themes and interpretations, starting
from the different subjects who have given evidence of their
prison experience. In this article, I have shown the potential
to construct knowledge and realities that are different from
the dominant one (Prokkola, 2014:445). Each of these contri-
butions represents prison narratives that differ from the many
published works, data, and knowledge production that reflect
the rhetoric of prison management and are limited by “se-
curity levels, state or federal systems, or regional jurisdic-
tions” (Ross et al., 2011:160). Starting from the geographic
specificity of the archive, this work seeks to contribute to the
construction of narratives aimed at “disavowing” the “hege-
monic and universalising idea of ‘the Prison”’ (Armstrong
and Jefferson, 2017:238) and build a bridge between prison
and society in order to cast light on the opaque.

Data availability. The letters are collected within the 147 booklets
available at the following link: http://www.autprol.org/olga/ (last
access: 29 June 2021.) (Collettivo OLGa, 2021).
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